ROBOTS.TXT ADVICE
Qualidator respects the instructions of the robots.txt-File.
The content could look like this:
User-agent: *
Disallow: /directory1
Disallow: /directory2
User-agent: QualidatorSiteAnalyzer
Disallow: /directory3
Allow: /directory1
User-agent: QualidatorWebSiteAnalyzer
Disallow: /directory3
Allow: /directory1
User-agent: QualidatorBot
Allow: /directory1
Allow: /directory2

EXPLANATION
Basically the bots should exclude directory1 and 2.
The QualidatorSiteAnalyzer resp. the QualidatorWebSiteAnalyzer (earlier version) should exclude directory3
but include directory1.
The QualidatorBot, which works by MyRating should, contrary to other bots, include directory1 and 2.

AVOID WEBSITES BEING RANKED
Registred users can decide if a website is ranked or not. You find the according function on the site with the
results on the bottom of the page.
Also the Meta Robots Tags are respected. Following line provokes that a website will not be listed in the
Qualidator-Rankings:
<meta name="Robots" content="noindex, nofollow" />
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Qualidator News & Hints
Qualidator SiteAnalyzer has achieved "Windows 8 App Certification" (Feb 2014)

HTML5 Validator for SiteAnalyzer
When upgrading to HTML 5 SiteAnalyzer helps you validating all pages of your website for issues.
More infos and download

HTTP Compression Test
HTTP Compression of HTML, JavaScript and CSS can now be tested directly in SiteAnalyzer. Different User Agents are available in order to test
the proper behavior.

Qualidator for SmartPhones
Qualidator.com has been optimized for the iPhone and other SmartPhones in the last few month. Check it out. Feedback welcome.

Do you already know the Qualidator® SiteAnalyzer?
The Qualidator® SiteAnalyzer is a Windows application, developed to allow a one step, page by page, automated validation of an entire web
project (XHTML & CSS), and to review the quality by carrying out over 30 additional tests.

Free Tools for you on qualidator.com
Text Diff
WHOIS Lookup
DNS-Report
SinglePageAnalyzer
HTMLOptimizer
SiteAnalyzer - Basic version is free!
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